endothelial morphogenesis into capillary networks is dependent on the matrix morphology and mechanical properties. In current 3D gels, these two matrix features are interdependent and their distinct roles in endothelial organization are not known. thus, it is important to decouple these parameters in the matrix design. Colloidal gels can be engineered to regulate the microstructural morphology and mechanics in an independent manner because colloidal gels are formed by the aggregation of particles into a self-similar 3D network. In this work, gelatin based colloidal gels with distinct mechanomorphology were developed by engineering the electrostatic interaction mediated aggregation of particles. By altering the mode of aggregation, colloidal gels showed either compact dense microstructure or tenuous strand-like networks, and the matrix stiffness was controlled independently by varying the particle fraction. Endothelial Cell (EC) networks were favored in tenuous strand-like microstructure through increased cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions, while compact dense microstructure inhibited the networks. For a given microstructure, as the gel stiffness was increased, the extent of EC network was reduced. This result demonstrates that 3D matrix morphology and mechanics provide distinct signals in a bidirectional manner during EC network formation. Colloidal gels can be used to interrogate the angiogenic responses of ECs and can be developed as a biomaterial for vascularization.
Scientific RepoRts | (2019) 9:1072 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-37788-w simultaneously alters morphology and mechanics. Moreover, these hydrogels are extremely fibrous with small mesh and provide limited control on the spatial microenvironment of the matrix for cells to organize [19] [20] [21] . Within this context, colloidal gels enable the systematic identification of the matrix conditions in terms of its stiffness and morphology, because these gels are formed by the self-similar assembly of particles. Moreover, the assembly of these particles in 3D can regulate the spatial microstructure and guide the cells to organize into functional vascular networks. Thus, by controlling particle aggregation, both matrix mechanics and morphology can be tuned in a controlled manner in a colloidal gel. In this way, vascular network assembly can be studied.
Colloidal gels are extensively researched as materials in terms of their structure-function properties. Interparticle interactions can be achieved by different mechanisms including electrostatic, magnetic, hydrophobic or specific molecular interactions 7, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . By using these interactions along with the particle fraction, the arrangement of colloidal particles can be controlled to develop 3D networks as gel. Mechanistically, colloidal particles can aggregate either by a reaction-limited path to form compact dense clusters, or by a diffusion-limited path to form branched strands; thus, the variation of aggregation modes lead to different degrees of particle organization [28] [29] [30] . This allows achieving distinctly different morphologies of the gel and the mechanical strength of the gels increases with increasing particle fraction. Electrostatic interaction mediated aggregation of oppositely charged colloidal particles, from gelatin 22 , PLGA 31 , and dextran 32 , has been used to develop colloidal gels which are used as biomaterials for several applications. However, how the colloidal gels can be designed to control the matrix mechanomorphology and can be used to guide cellular morphogenesis via cell-matrix interactions has not been explored.
In this study, we have developed gelatin-based colloidal gels from electrostatic interaction-mediated assembly of positively charged gelatin colloidal particles (from cationic gelatin A from porcine skin with isoelectric point ≈ 9) either through addition of electrolytes or negatively charged gelatin colloidal particles (from anionic gelatin B from bovine skin with isoelectric point ≈ 5), as described in Fig. 1 . Neutralization of charge on the colloidal gelatin reduces the repulsive barrier and causes the particles to aggregate. By varying how the charges are neutralized, the aggregation mode of particles varies to yield different microstructural organization. Three approaches were used for the aggregation of cationic gelatin A colloid. In first approach, sodium chloride was used to aggregate the particles into compact clusters with constrained and less-interconnected void (referred as N-gel). In second approach, sodium salt of polyacrylic acid was used to induce simultaneous neutralization and bridging of the particles into tenuous strands with unconstrained and interconnected voids (referred as P-gel). Finally, oppositely charged gelatin B colloids were allowed to interact and aggregate into a heterogeneous dense mixed gel (referred as AB-gel). And as the particle fraction is increased in a given aggregation mode, the hierarchical evolution of the network in 3D leads to increased mechanical strength. Thus, gelatin based colloidal gel can present a range of 3D morphology which is controlled independent of matrix stiffness. Endothelial cells can be embedded within these gel matrices and the mechanomorphological cues from the matrix provide spatial guidance as well as mechanical signals to cells to regulate the vascular assembly. Moreover, gelatin based material ensured that these gel are cell-compatible and degradable, as it is derived from collagen and contains cell-recognizable functionalities e.g. RGD for cell adhesion and protease sensitive degradation sites for migration 33, 34 . Using this platform, we established the structure-property correlation of the colloidal gels and analyzed the response of ECs in gel matrices. Our results indicate EC networks are promoted in loose microstructured matrix formed by tenuous strands of particles due to increased focal adhesion and cadherin mediated cell-cell interactions, compared to dense microstructure. We further show that stiffness of the colloidal gels is modulated independently of matrix morphology and EC networks are reduced with stiffness of the matrix. Taken together, we have demonstrated that the colloidal gels can be used to regulate the mechanomorphology of matrices to influence EC morphogenesis, and potentially can be developed as therapeutic angiogenic material.
Results and Discussion
Aggregation of colloidal gelatin. Positively charged colloidal gelatin particles were developed from cationic gelatin A using a desolvation method 35, 36 to form submicron particles (Fig. 2a) , with an average size of 450 nm (and narrow size distribution with PDI below 0.2) and a positive zeta potential indicating positive surface charge. Similarly, the negatively charged colloidal gelatin B particles were submicron particles with an average size of 370 nm and negative surface charge (Fig. S1a) . The fluorescent image also showed that the colloidal gelatin particles are stable and freely dispersed in aqueous media without any significant agglomerations due to the electrostatic repulsion. We further validated the presence of surface charges by measuring zeta-potential at different pH and ionic strength (by varying salt concentration). Figure 2b shows that positive zeta potential of gelatin A particles decreased (and ultimately reversed into negative potential) as pH and salt concentration increased. For gelatin B particles, increase in pH decreased the zeta potential (i.e. more negative) and increase in salt concentration increased the zeta potential (i.e. less negative), only at higher ionic strength (Fig. S1b) . While both gelatin A and gelatin B particles shows screening of diffuse layer with increasing ionic strength, gelatin B particles are only screened at higher salt concentration due to the similar counterion of the added electrolyte. The effect of pH on the charge of colloidal gelatin particles are in accordance with the data reported 22, 37 ; whereas the effect of ionic strength on charge colloidal gelatin particles can be explained with respect to the data reported for organic and inorganic charged colloids [38] [39] [40] . Collectively, these data imply that colloidal gelatin particles are charges and stable due to their respective surface charges, and thus, represent the smallest unit for colloidal aggregation using electrostatic interactions.
To examine, if the electrostatic interaction mediated aggregation of gelatin A colloid can be induced by the addition of NaCl, PA and gelatin B particles (referred as N, P and AB respectively), we examined the change in size and surface charge following their addition using DLS (Fig. 2c) , after the system equilibrated. For all three systems, aggregation was observed from the increase of size (which increased with time, Fig. S2a ) and reduction of positive charge. Addition of NaCl at 4 M increased the size and lowered the charge indicating aggregation. In comparison, lower concentrations of NaCl (at 1 M and 2 M) showed relatively negligible change in size but reduced the surface charge (Fig. S2b) . For PA induced interactions, the size increased and the surface charges reduced. These changes were proportional to the concentration of PA, showing maximum effectiveness at 10% of PA (Fig. S2b) . Finally, when negatively charged gelatin B colloid was used to interact with gelatin A colloid, size increase and charge reduction occurred and the effective interaction occurred when the particle fractions were equal (i.e. 1:1) (Fig. S2b) . Furthermore, size increase (and time-dependent change in size) was maximum in P and least in AB. The bridging interaction by PA increased the aggregate size due to its extended structure compared to N and AB, whereas AB showed minimum increase because it is formed by heteroaggregation of particles. Accordingly, N-and AB-type showed nearly complete charge reduction but P-aggregate showed negative charge from overcompensation due reentrant transition observed in polyelectrolyte mediated aggregations 41, 42 . Thus, all the three approaches showed the electrostatic interaction mediated aggregation of colloidal gelatin A particles and determined the conditions for effective aggregation.
To analyze the microstructural organization of the colloidal particles into the aggregates by the three modes, we examined the fluorescent images of the aggregates after 2 hour of equilibration, using 0.05 particle fraction (w/v with respect to wet weight of gelatin particles). Compared to freely dispersed particles in the dispersion (Fig. 2a) , all three approaches showed aggregation of the particles as seen in Fig. 2d . However, the pattern of organization was characteristically different in the three systems. N-aggregates were formed as compact dense clusters whereas P-aggregates were branched interconnected strands and AB-aggregates displayed a combination of both characters. This difference of structural organization, between three aggregate types, was more evident from the corresponding distal map images (generated from binary images using ImageJ) of the fluorescent images. Further analysis of the discrete aggregates showed that P-aggregates have significantly larger equivalent diameter but lower circularity (compared to N-aggregates and AB-aggregates), indicating that P-aggregates evolve as networks of tenuous strands due to the extended interconnections through bridging. Whereas, N-aggregates have smaller equivalent diameter and more circularity indicating compact dense sphere-like clusters and AB-aggregates are intermediate indicating both compact dense clusters and strand networks.
To further validate the aggregation and their modes in these systems, we performed turbidimetric measurements to calculate the 'dispersibility factor, n' based on the wavelength dependence of the turbidity of the particles, from the slope of log[turbidity(OD)] versus log[wavelength(λ)] curve (Fig. S3) ; where n value decreases with particle aggregation and growth of aggregate size, because aggregation and growth of clusters lowers the turbidity and its dependence on wavelength 43, 44 . At 0.05 fraction, n decreased significantly for all three aggregates compared to gelatin A colloidal dispersion, indicating aggregation (Fig. 3a) . But n value of P-aggregates were higher than that of N-and AB-aggregates indicating that the turbidity of P-aggregates was not lowered to the same extent as it occurred for N-and AB-aggregates. This is due to the strand-like microstructure of P-aggregates which are mainly extended compared to more compact N-and AB-aggregates. This was further corroborated from the change of n with respect to particle fraction (Fig. 3b) . Colloidal gelatin A dispersion showed constant n; compared to that P-aggregates showed lower but no change in n whereas N-aggregates showed a change at certain particle fraction and AB-aggregates showed decreasing n at a low particle fraction. P-aggregates attain relatively smaller characteristic dimensionality with increasing fraction because P-aggregates are extended as strands, due to which n value remained unchanged over the measurable range of particle fraction. N aggregates showed a change in n at a critical particle fraction because at low fraction although NaCl reduces the repulsive barrier but the particle fraction is not high enough to show significant growth of aggregates, and beyond the critical fraction aggregates grow in multiple dimensions as compact cluster. Interestingly, AB aggregates demonstrated most pronounced effect because the aggregates are initiated by particle-particle interaction. Both n and change of n w.r.t. particle fraction showed that electrostatic interaction mediated assembly of colloidal gelatin A by different modes forms different microstructured clusters. Finally, the kinetics of aggregation was measured from OD vs. time graph (Fig. 3c ). As expected, there was no change in OD of pure colloidal gelatin A because the colloidal particles are stabilized in dispersion due to electrostatic repulsion. For all the three modes, change of OD owing to aggregation followed two distinct patterns: the initial period (shaded region in Fig. 3c ) followed by relatively rapid decrease of OD. The initial period showed slow decrease of OD which was less than 20% of its initial value and the following period showed rapid decrease of OD owing to relaxation of structures as the aggregates evolved. During the initial period, P-aggregates showed faster decrease in OD as the polyelectrolyte through multiple sites bridged the particles to aggregate, typical of fast diffusion limited aggregation, whereas, N-and AB-showed slower decrease as the particles require time to overcome the energy barrier for aggregation, typical of slow reaction limited aggregation 1, 30, 45 . This data corroborates the DLS based analysis of size which showed rapid increase of P-aggregate size (Fig. S2a) . Following the initial period, OD decreased rapidly in N-but slowly in P-and , where y(t) is the normalized OD with respect to the OD at t = 0, and τ is mean relaxation time and β is relaxation distribution parameter.
KWW function is used to analyze polymer, colloids and protein aggregation and provides a tool to measure the aggregation from the kinetics of the transformation from a non-equilibrium to an equilibrium state 46 . P-aggregates exhibited four times longer relaxation time compared to N-and AB-aggregates. Following initial cluster formation, the bridging interactions in P-aggregates require longer time to structurally evolve as strands whereas N-and AB-can grow at a shorter time-scale. The two step change in turbidity indicates N-aggregates evolves slowly in a reaction-limited mode as compact aggregates which ultimately relaxes rapidly. In contrast, P-aggregates are formed rapidly in a diffusion-limited mode as ramified strands which requires longer time to relax. AB-aggregates follow a combined approach leading to heterogeneous structure. As a result, overall turbidity decrease was highest in N-but the relaxation time was highest for P-aggregates. Similar responses were observed from the aggregation of cationic starch particles with different chain length of waxes 46 . This kinetics data further support the mechanism of aggregation induced by the three modes to develop different microstructured colloidal clusters.
The combined evidences from DLS, microscopic images and turbidimetric analysis demonstrate that electrostatic interaction mediated aggregation of colloidal gelatin A leads to cohesive aggregates of different morphological patterns according to the mode of aggregation. Mechanistically, perturbation of diffused layer of ionic colloids with increasing ionic strength or charge neutralization reduces the repulsive potential leading to aggregation. The particle-particle contact in N-is followed by the screening of the diffused layer and therefore, the aggregation is reaction limited. Whereas in P-, polymer chain due to its connectivity simultaneously bridges (i.e. interconnects) and reduces the surface charge, and the aggregation is diffusion limited. Both of these modes of colloidal aggregation has been observed in experimental and simulated models [47] [48] [49] [50] , which supports the colloidal aggregates of gelatin system. However, there can be a crossover between these two modes dependent on stage of aggregation (as well as on the concentration of electrolyte and particle fractions, and their combined effect). Overall, microstructural morphology of N-aggregates is compact dense while P-aggregates are branched strands and AB-aggregates show heterogeneous anisotropic structure. It is also important to note that we have not varied any physical conditions (e.g. aggregation time, shear force, temperature) to modulate the gelation because it is known that physical conditions can modulate gel structure [51] [52] [53] [54] . Therefore, these gelatin based aggregates are morphologically distinct Figure 3 . Aggregation mechanism and kinetics of colloidal gelatin particles. (a) Dispersibility factor 'n' of colloidal gelatin A particles and N-, P-, and AB-aggregates measured at 0.05 particle fraction, where decreased 'n' indicates aggregation (**P ≤ 0.01, ANOVA). (b) Variation of 'n' of colloidal gelatin A particles and N-, P-, and AB-aggregates with particle fraction shows difference in the dependence of particle fraction for aggregation (lines are estimate for guidance). (c) Kinetics of aggregation for N-, P-, and AB-aggregates (in comparison to non-aggregating colloidal gelatin A particles) measured at 0.05 particle fraction shows initial (shaded region) slow linear decrease followed by rapid decrease in optical density. Rapid decrease phase fitted with KWW function (see materials and methods) to extract the relaxation time constant for N-, P-, and ABaggregates show highest relaxation time for P-aggregates (**P ≤ 0.01, ANOVA).
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Mechanomorphology of colloidal gelatin gel.
To use these aggregated clusters as colloidal gel, we developed the gels with three different particle fractions for all the three types of aggregates. For a given mode, as the particle fraction is increased, the aggregate of interconnected particles grows in 3D and the elasticity increase, because elasticity of the particle networks (i.e. clustered particles) is proportionate to the length and composition [55] [56] [57] [58] . Although the elasticity increase, morphologically colloidal gels are self-similar in 3D because the microstructural organization of the colloidal particles evolve in a similar pattern as the network grows. We varied the particle fraction below the percolation threshold (the condition at which the colloidal network span to occupy the entire volume) and used the aggregated clusters at three different fractions as gels for N-, P-and, AB-aggregates. Morphological characterizations of the gels were performed with SEM and confocal imaging for all three gels developed from 0.05 particle fraction. SEM images (Fig. 4a) , which provided microscale organization of the particles in the gel, demonstrated the aggregation of particles with distinctly different morphologies for the three gels. N-gels displayed compact aggregation with relative less voids whereas in P-gels the particles were organized as strands with more void areas. In comparison, AB-gels showed compact dense structure which resembled more like N-gels and displayed some local voids. This observation corroborated the structural analysis of individual aggregates (in Fig. 2d ), providing the evidence that the structural organization of colloidal clusters is evolved into the gels. We further analyzed the SEM images using ImageJ (with DiamterJ plugin) to extract the structural parameters by measuring characteristic length of particle networks (in between the intersections), intersection density and void area 59 . The network of interconnected particles was significantly longer in P-gel because the particles were aggregated as strands, whereas in N-and AB-gel the particles were organized in compact form resulting in a shorter length. Compared to N-gel, network lengths were shorter in AB-gel due to the heterogeneous random particle aggregation. Strand like elongated networks of P-gel formed fewer intersections (in between two or more networks) compared to N-and AB-gels; whereas AB-gels displayed maximum intersections due to its random structure. Finally, due this morphological organization the void areas in P-gels were highest compared to other ones.
While SEM images provided information at scale length relevant to individual cell, we performed confocal imaging of the gels to capture the morphological features at a larger length scale (hundreds of microns) relevant to multicellular dimension. Confocal images (with a zoomed view in lower panel images) and their corresponding 3D surface interactive plot (generated from z-stacks using ImageJ) in Fig. 4b show that the macroscale morphology is translated from the organization of particles in the respective gels. N-gels were dense with less and constricted voids whereas P-gels were evolved with interconnected strands with more extended and connected voids, and AB-gels showed characteristics heterogeneous features where some regions are dense and some are dispersed. This variation of morphology in these gels essentially creates a significantly different spatial microenvironment (at multicellular dimension for cells to organize) owing to the organization of the particles. These features are self-similar with increasing particle content because the network expands in 3D in a hierarchical manner, due to which the similar morphological features were observed at the same length scale, when the gels were formed at 0.2 particle fraction (Fig. S4) .
To analyze the mechanical properties, we studied the rheological responses and correlated to the colloidal gel structure. Oscillatory strain sweep at constant frequency revealed that all the gels are displaying solid like response with storage (elastic) modulus (G′) greater than loss (viscous) modulus (G″). Typical strain amplitude response of N-, P-and AB-gels formed with different particle fractions are shown in Fig. 5a . With increase in particle fraction, all gels showed an increase in G′ (Fig. 5b) as network structure extended with the particle aggregation. Elastic moduli of the N-and P-gels at 0.05 fraction were around 5 Pa, while AB-gel showed 40 Pa. As particle fraction increased, elastic modulus of N-gel increased to 300 Pa (i.e. 60 times increase) whereas that of P-gel increased to 150 Pa (i.e. 30 times increase). Scaling of elastic moduli with particle fraction was most pronounced for N-gel because the networks evolved from the compact dense organization of particles, whereas for P-gel the networks grew as strands of interconnected particles. This can also be explained in terms of longer characteristic length and fewer interconnections of networks in P-gels compared to that of N-gel. In contrast, AB-gel showed least dependence on particle fraction indicating heterogeneous anisotropic growth of networks. This interrelationship between particle fraction and moduli indicates a self-similar growth of the networks in 3D for colloidal gels 57, 58 , in contrast to uncontrolled microstructure of mesh-like hydrogels. N-and P-gels evolved in homogeneous manner to maintain similar microstructure across several length scales, which can create a spatially uniform microenvironment for cells. In contrast, the heterogeneous microstructure of AB-gel, which is inherently devoid of self-similarity, showed less scaling of moduli with particle fraction. These characteristics are also evident from the analysis of tan(δ) as shown in Fig. 5c . All gels at all particle fractions showed a value lower than one indicating elastic moduli higher than viscous moduli. At 0.05 fraction, N-and P-gel showed higher tan(δ) because small size clusters enables movement of interstitial fluid within the cluster (which are homogeneous) while similar behavior was prevented by heterogeneity of microstructure in AB-gel. As particle fraction increased, tan(δ) decreased for all N-and P-gels due to the growth of network indicating dominance of elastic solid phase, while tan(δ) of AB-gel practically remained unchanged due to the randomness in microstructure. Compared to the reported gelatin based colloidal gel 22, 60 , elastic moduli of the gels in this studies were lower because the particle fractions used here were based on swelled particle rather than the absolute dry weight basis. Additionally, the viscoelastic moduli (i.e. G′ and G″) were measured in presence of cell culture media and in physiological temperature for all three gels, at 0.05 and 0.2 fractions (since these gels were used for endothelial morphogenesis) to ensure if there are any variations due to change in the conditions. Results show (Fig. S5) that the elasticity and viscoelastic responses of the colloidal gels were not altered under this condition. Further insight into the mechanomorphology was assessed by analyzing the viscosity of the gels with respect to the shear rate (Fig. 5d) and by comparing their power-law index 'n' and consistency 'K' 61 (Table S1 ). All the gels showed a shear thinning response with increased shear rate, however the responses were dependent on the gel type. P-gels showed enhanced flow behavior because the strand-like networks can easily deform and the interstitial fluid can flow through the interconnected voids with increasing shear rate, compared to compact dense Nand AB-gel. Furthermore, as the particle fraction was increased for a given gel, flow behavior decreased because the extended networks can resist deformation. Particularly, at low particle fractions, P-gels reached a Newtonian plateau as the shear rate increased, indicating that the smaller strands of P-gel were deformed to respond as fluid, whereas N-and AB-gels showed continued shear thinning. Higher 'n' and lower 'K' of P-gels compared to N-and AB-gel further supported this analysis. Thus, the shear rheological measurements of the three gels provided supportive evidence for the mechanomorphology of the gels. Finally, we measured the creep response at constant stress (below the yield) by measuring the deformation of the gels to analyze the time-dependent changes. Creep response of colloidal gels depends on the mechanics and the morphology 55, [62] [63] [64] , because the network structures of colloidal gels develop from the aggregation of particles. P-gels due to their strand-like elongated networks experienced significant deformation (Fig. 6a) , almost 15% after 100 s with 0.05 particle fraction, as the inter-particle bonds within strands of P-gels are relatively easily extended and dislocated (under stress), and thus enabling the flow. As particle fraction increases, the creep responses are decreased because the larger networks prevented the deformation 55 . N-gel showed relatively lesser creep response under similar conditions due to its compact microstructure with less than 10% deformation. Moreover, creep of N-gels almost plateaued after the instantaneous strain whereas P-gel continued to deform with time. In comparison, AB-gel showed least deformation due to its heterogeneous microstructure which is relatively random and anisotropic in 3D. Figure 6b shows the creep response of the gels during the initial time (t < 10 s), where creep ringing responses were observed. Creep ringing phenomena arises due to inertial effect but is also reflective of gel mechanomorphology 65, 66 . Ringing response is more pronounced in dense gels with closed structure and is also dependent on interfacial effect from the movement of interstitial fluid 67, 68 . P-gel due to its open structure showed lesser oscillation compared to N-and AB-gel which are denser. As, the particle fraction increased P-gels showed increased ringing as networks are evolved and due to the greater ability of interstitial fluid to flow through interconnected voids. Whereas, for N-and AB-gels, at 0.2 particle fraction, ringing responses were lower (compared to 0.05 particle fraction) which can be attributed to the less mobility of fluid.
Overall, this data collectively shows that gelatin based colloidal gels can be engineered through electrostatic interaction mediated aggregation of particles. Depending on the mode of aggregation and the particle fraction, these gel show a tunable combination of microstructural morphology and mechanical properties. Morphologically, N-gels are compact and dense while P-gels are branched strands network, and AB-gels show heterogeneous anisotropic character. As these gels evolve with particle aggregation, these microstructures are self-similar and is independent of the particle fraction from which the gels are formed. But as the particle fraction increased, stiffness of the gels increases due to the growth of the network structure. Elastic moduli of N-gels showed increased scaling with particles due to its compact microstructure compared but P-gels showed relatively lesser enhancement of moduli; and AB-gel due to its heterogeneity showed least dependence of moduli on particle fraction. Thus, gelatin based colloidal gels provide a uniquely complete system to tune the mechanomorphological properties in a controlled and independent manner.
endothelial morphogenesis in colloidal gel.
To analyze the mechanomorphological effect of colloidal gels on endothelial organization, we embedded HUVEC in N-, P-, and AB-gels developed from low (0.05) and high (0.2) particle fractions. In all conditions, cells exhibited similar viability (measured by quantifying DNA content, Fig. S6 ), inducing no apparent adverse effect on cell responses. Organization of ECs were assessed from histologically stained images, and the quantified parameters of EC network showed significant differences. At low particle fraction, ECs in P-gels showed extensive interconnected endothelial tube-like network structures. By comparison, cells in N-and AB-gel networks were shorter and disconnected (Fig. 7a) . Accordingly, tube lengths and the average number of junctions per tube (indicating the extent of branching in EC tubes) were significantly higher in P-gels compared to N-and AB-gel (Fig. 7b) . Specifically, in P-gels, the connectivity of ECs in extended beyond 1 mm, indicating extended interconnections between the cells. At high particle fractions, similar trends were observed between the three gels, but extent of network formation decreased considerably in all the gels compared to their low particle fraction counterparts. Figure 7c shows ECs in high particle fraction gels, where Figure 7 . Endothelial morphogenesis in colloidal gel. Morphogenesis of endothelial cells in N-, P-and AB-gel (a) with 0.05 particle fraction, and (c) with 0.2 particle fraction, at 48 hrs from H&E stained images. Quantification of endothelial network structure from tube length and numbers junction per tube in N-, P-and AB-gel (b) with 0.05 particle fraction, and (d) with 0.2 particle fraction, at 48 hrs analyzed from H&E stained images after skeletonization of the images using ImageJ (**P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). ECs in N-gels showed less connectivity and remained dispersed. By comparison, cells in P-and AB-gels showed more networks, with cells in P-gels showing more extended networks than AB-gels. The length of EC tubes and the average number of junctions per tube (Fig. 7d ) were highest in P-gels compared to others. However, compared to the low particle fraction gels (Fig. 7b) , both of these features of the EC network decreased by 2-to 3-fold in their respective gels. At low particle fractions, N-and P-gels exhibited similar elasticity (which is low ~5 Pa) but EC networks were highly elongated and branched in P-gels, indicating that matrix microstructure guided ECs to form networks. The strand-like ramified microstructure and unconstrained voids of P-gels provided directional guidance and spatial microenvironments for cells to organize and interconnect into extensive networks, whereas the dense matrix and localized voids of N-gels restricted the ability of cells to connect. In AB-gel, EC networks were similar to that of N-gels, indicating that heterogeneous and relatively dense microstructures of the AB-gels inhibited EC networks, although this can also be due to relatively higher stiffness (40 Pa compared to 5 Pa of N-and P-gel).
As particle fraction increased, the elastic moduli of all three gels increased but their respective microstructural morphology remained similar (compared to their corresponding low particle fraction i.e. soft gels). In this case, ECs showed reduced network formation. This is expected because increased matrix stiffness reduces EC organization into tubular networks, as reported in different types of gels [69] [70] [71] . However, the effect of increased stiffness in these reported studies is due to the increased matrix density whereas in colloidal gels it is due to the increased network size of particle aggregates without a change in the matrix morphology. This phenomenon becomes evident when EC organizations were analyzed in high moduli gels developed from high particle fraction. Among the high particle fraction (i.e. high modulus) matrices, P-gels showed the most extensive EC networks compared to N-and AB-gel. In N-gels, a decrease in EC network was observed with cells remaining localized and without connection, which is collectively attributed to dense microstructure and high stiffness (~300 Pa). However, P-and AB-gel exhibit similar elasticity (~140 Pa) but more extensive EC networks in P-gel indicates that branched strands and interconnected voids of P-gel facilitated EC organization into tube-like networks compared to the heterogeneous (anisotropic) dense matrix of AB-gels. Thus, tenuous strands and spacious voids of 3D matrix is the most permissive microstructure to promote EC network irrespective of matrix stiffness. The effect of microstructure mediated EC morphogenesis can be further explained in terms of time-dependent viscoelastic response 72 . P-gels exhibit noticeable time dependent changes due to its tenuous strands and spacious voids at all particle fractions (compared to corresponding N-and AB-gels) and can promote EC networks.
Collectively our results support the fact that dense and mesh-like matrices prevent cell extension and migration 19, 21, 73 . Moreover, cells including ECs, require tracks either through aligned matrix and void space to migrate and form functional structures like tubes and lumen [74] [75] [76] . Our results show that ECs can form networks in stiffer matrices if the matrix is microstructure is loose but are likely inhibited from forming network in a soft matrix if the matrix is dense in microstructure. In fact, comparison of EC networks in low fraction N-gel and high fraction P-gel showed similar extent of EC organizations (Fig. S7 ). This demonstrated a bidirectional counteractive correlation between matrix microstructure and morphology, where the supportive microstructure can attenuate the inhibitory effect of matrix stiffness during endothelial morphogenesis.
Cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions in endothelial morphogenesis. Differential EC responses in colloidal gel matrices due to the mechanomorphology indicate that the cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions were modulated during capillary-like network formation. To examine these interactions, we analyzed the expression of focal adhesion kinase (FAK), its phosphorylation at Tyr 397 (p-FAK) as a representative marker for cell-matrix adhesive interactions and VE-cadherin as a representative marker for cell-cell interactions. FAK (and p-FAK) are signature expressions due to integrin mediated focal adhesion to matrix and cadherin mediated homotypic adhesion between cells [77] [78] [79] [80] . Figure 8a shows representative western blots and Fig. 8b shows expression levels of the markers in the gels at 0.05 particle fraction while Fig. 8c shows representative western blots and Fig. 8d shows expression levels of the markers in the gels at 0.2 particle fraction.
At low particle fraction, FAK was expressed at a significantly higher level and was significantly activated from phosphorylation at Tyr 397 in P-gels compared to N-gels. Since both gels exhibit similar elasticity, the difference in FAK expression may be attributed to the gel morphology. The ramified fiber-like strands of P-gel provide more accessible surface to cells, which enhances matrix adhesion, leading to increased FAK phosphorylation 79, 81 . This facilitates cell elongation and motility in P-gels to form extended tubular EC networks, whereas clustered dense microstructure prevented similar responses in N-gels. VE-cadherin expression in P-gel was higher than N-gel suggesting that the extended EC tubes were stabilized through cell-cell adhesion 82 . Both cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesions were balanced from upregulation of FAK and VE-cadherin respectively, to mediate EC capillary networks in P-gels. Interestingly, AB-gel showed FAK expression at a similar level compared to P-gels but without sufficient FAK phosphorylation. This indicates that the focal adhesions in AB-gels were not active and mature enough to extend EC networks. However, VE-cadherin expression was highest in AB-gels, which apparently is contradicting but likely indicates that heterogeneous anisotropic morphology induced localized cell-cell adhesion.
At higher particle fraction, P-and AB-gels exhibited similar elasticity (~140 Pa), whereas N-gel was stiffer (~300 Pa) than both. FAK and p-FAK expressions were significantly higher in P-gel compared to N-and AB-gels indicating that the microstructure of P-gel favored cell-matrix interactions to promote EC networks. Since the elasticity of AB-gel is comparable to that of P-gel but their microstructures are distinctly different, upregulation of FAK and p-FAK in P-gels showed that EC networks were favored through increased adhesion on the tenuous strands of gel networks. Interestingly, VE-cadherin expression was also higher in P-gels compared to AB-gels which shows EC tubes in P-gels are also stabilized from cell-cell adhesion. In comparison, compact N-gel with increased stiffness showed decreased FAK expression (and without detectable phosphorylation) which significantly reduced cell-matrix interactions; as cells were highly constrained but likely induced some localized cell-cell Scientific RepoRts | (2019) 9:1072 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-37788-w adhesions (through VE cadherin expression) to form discrete short EC tubes. Since the microstructural morphology of colloidal gel controls the time-dependent viscoelastic responses, the differential expression of these markers can be correlated to the time-dependent changes. P-gels owing to its microstructure exhibits noticeable time-dependent changes which can enable the cells to extend and increasingly interact with matrix 72 . This feature can increase FAK activity to promote adhesion and form EC networks.
Finally, the relative changes in FAK and VE-cadherin expressions in stiffer N-, P-and AB-gels (i.e. gels at 0.2 particle fraction) with respect to their softer counterparts (i.e. gels at 0.05 particle fraction) are analyzed in Fig. 8e . For N-gel, FAK expression was reduced and VE-cadherin was increased since dense microstructured matrix with high elasticity inhibited effective matrix adhesion by restricting cell-matrix interactions. This in turn can induce cadherin mediated cell-cell interaction. In P-gels, total FAK expression remained unchanged, but activation of FAK through phosphorylation was somewhat reduced, indicating lesser effective matrix adhesion. -FAK) , and VE-cadherin in endothelial cells measured by immunoblot analysis. β-actin as loading control in N-, P-and AB-gel (a) with 0.05 particle fraction, and (c) with 0.2 particle fraction, at 48 hrs. Quantified level FAK, p-FAK and VE-cadherin normalized to β-actin shows differential level of markers in endothelial cells in N-, P-and AB-gel (b) with 0.05 particle fraction, and (d) with 0.2 particle fraction, at 48 hrs (**P ≤ 0.01, *P ≤ 0.05, ANOVA). (e) Relative change of FAK, and VE-cadherin in endothelial cells in N-, P-and AB-gel with 0.2 particle fraction with respect to gels with 0.05 particle fraction. The corresponding full length blots are represented in Supplementary Fig. S8 .
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However, VE-cadherin was upregulated indicating cell-cell adherence were more matured. In contrast, both FAK and VE-cadherin were downregulated in AB-gel. While reduction of FAK was similar to N-and P-gels indicating inhibition of matrix adhesion, but lower VE-cadherin was somewhat unexpected. Since heterogeneity and anisotropy of microstructure in high particle fraction AB-gel is amplified due to growth of particle networks, it can restrict cell-cell interactions to downregulate VE-cadherin. In general, as the elasticity of the colloidal gels increased, FAK or p-FAK activity was reduced indicating lesser extent of cell-matrix interactions. This effect corroborated the reduced EC networks in all the gels (Fig. 7c,d) . In 2D studies, it has been shown that FAK and activated FAK is upregulated with substrate stiffness 83, 84 , but in 3D systems focal adhesion activity have shown to be context dependent with variable responses 85 . In colloidal gels, increase of stiffness owing to increased particle fraction does not alter the microstructural morphology, but reduces the time-dependent changes due to larger particle clusters. It is likely that this feature counteracts the effect of increased stiffness to promote FAK activity in colloidal gel, as opposed to other systems. Interestingly, both FAK and VE cadherin expressions were higher in loose but stiffer (i.e. P-gel from high fraction) matrix compared to dense but soft (i.e. N-gel from low fraction). This implied that loose spacious matrix favors functional EC network by attenuating the effect of stiffness through a balanced cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesion, even though the EC networks were morphometrically similar.
Overall, at a given elasticity, either soft or stiff, cell-matrix interactions are favored with enhanced FAK activity when the matrix microstructure from the aggregated particles form ramified strands to provide increased matrix adhesion and cell-cell adhesions are stabilized from concomitant VE-cadherin expression. This shows cell-matrix and cell-adhesion acted in parallel to favor EC networks. Whereas, for a given microstructural morphology, as particle fraction increased the gel stiffness, FAK and/or FAK activation was reduced indicating lesser adhesion to matrix but it enhanced VE-cadherin, implying an antagonistic relation between cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesion. This bidirectional relationship indicates a difference in mechanism of focal adhesion-cadherin crosstalk in ECs due to the combined effect of matrix morphology and stiffness.
This comprehensive analysis of endothelial morphogenesis with gelatin based N-, P-and AB-gel decoupled the effect of 3D matrix mechanics from its morphology to reveal their independent roles on EC network formation and to underline the relevance of cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions. Differential expressions of FAK (and p-FAK) and VE-cadherin show that ECs can sense the matrix mechanomorphology to regulate these interactions in a distinct manner during network formation. However, these interactions are interrelated in a complex way and are linked to multiple downstream signaling pathways, associated with different markers, e.g. Rho family of GTPases (Rho, Rac and Cdc42) 77 . Complete analysis of the associated markers and pathways is necessary to understand how ECs respond to the colloidal gel matrices. It is also important to mention that these morphogenetic features and expression of markers are early time responses and long-term responses are essential to completely understand this effect in terms of network maturation and matrix remodeling. Also, this study is based on HUVEC, it is important to verify these responses with different endothelial cells to generalize these responses.
Conclusions
In summary, we have shown that colloidal gels formed by networks of aggregated particles can regulate the mechanomorphological features of the gels. In this study, three different types of gelatin based colloidal gels were engineered by modulating the electrostatic-interaction based assembly. Microstructural morphology and mechanics of the colloidal gels were controlled in an independent manner by regulating the mode of particle aggregation and by varying the particle fraction. These highly tunable gels were used to influence endothelial organization during vascular network formation. EC responses on these colloidal gel matrices showed that tenuous strand-like microstructure of colloidal gels favored tubular EC network through increased cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions, while compact dense microstructure inhibited extended EC networks. Increasing gel elasticity for a given microstructure reduced the EC network formation. In fact, with the colloidal gel matrices, we have shown that supportive matrix microstructure can reduce the inhibitory effect of matrix stiffness during EC network formation. This highlighted a bidirectional signaling mechanism from the matrix morphology and stiffness. Overall, this approach presents a strategy to develop gels where the morphology and the mechanics of matrices are segregated, which allows for their distinct roles during EC organization to be interrogated. Conceivably, these colloidal gels with tunable mechanomorphology are highly adaptable materials to regulate vascularization in regenerative tissue engineering. In future, complete understanding of the gelation mechanism with respect to mechanomorphology and underlining the structure-function correlations for endothelial morphogenesis will provide better insight for cell-matrix interactions.
Materials and Methods
Materials. Gelatin A (from porcine skin, 300 Bloom, isoelectric point (IEP) = 9) and gelatin B (from bovine skin, 225 Bloom, IEP = 5), glutaraldehyde (GA), sodium chloride, Na-salt of polyacrylic acid (MW: 15,000), glycine, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Other chemicals were purchased at Sigma-Aldrich and used as received unless otherwise noted. Deionized dd-water was used to prepare all the solutions.
Preparation of colloidal gelatin particles and gels. Colloidal gelatin particles were prepared by a one-step desolvation method. A gelatin solution (10%w/v) was obtained by dissolving gelatin in distilled water under constant heating at 50 °C. After cooling to 35 °C and adjusting the pH to 2.5 (Hydrochloric Acid, 0.1 M) and 10 (Sodium Hydroxide, 0.1 M) for Gelatin A (GelA) and gelatin B (GelB) respectively, acetone was added dropwise to precipitate the particles. Subsequently Glutaraldehyde (GA 8 w/v%) was added to the nano particle suspension. After crosslinking for 20 hours glycine solution (0.75% w/v)) was added to the suspension to neutralize the unreacted aldehyde groups from GA. The suspension was then subjected to 3 cycles of ultracentrifugation (13200 rpm for 5 min). Centrifuged colloidal gelatin particles were used immediately after preparation (to prevent any loss of structure) to aggregate and form gels. Three different colloidal gels were formed by adding electrolyte Scientific RepoRts | (2019) 9:1072 | https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-37788-w (4 M sodium chloride -N-colloidal gel), polyelectrolyte (10 w/v% Na-salt of polyacrylic acid -P-colloidal gel) and negatively charged gelatin B particles (AB-colloidal gel). Particle fraction was between 0.05 to 0.2 (w/v) in 2 ml Eppendorf tubes to form these gels. Particle fractions are based on the weight of wet particles (immediately after preparation) to preserve the size and water content of gelatin particles. 0.2 fraction gels were prepared by adding 1 ml of sodium chloride (4 M) and Na-salt of polyacrylic acid (10% w/v in dd-water) to 0.2 gm of gelatin A particles forming N-and P-colloidal gels. AB-gel was prepared by prepared by mixing equal weight fraction of GelA and GelB particles (0.2 w/v). The 0.2 particle fraction samples of the gels were then serially diluted to 0.1 and 0.05 in their respective solvents. To characterize the aggregation, concentration of sodium chloride and Na-salt of polyacrylic acid was varied for N-gel and P-gel respectively, and the ratio of GelA to GelB was varied for AB-gel.
Characterization of colloidal gelatin particles and their aggregation. Colloidal gelatin particles were imaged from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and fluorescence imaging (due to auto-fluorescence from glutaraldehyde in FITC (Ex ~ 494 nm/Em ~ Max 520 nm) channel 86 ). SEM was performed on air dried sample on glass coverslip with an accelerating voltage of 5.0 kV (Hitachi SU70 FESEM). The samples were coated with 10 nm film of carbon in a high vacuum evaporator for 30 minutes. Fluorescence imaging was performed in confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM-510) at 10x to visualize dispersed particles. Dynamic light scattering (DLS, Zetasizer Nano-S, Malvern Instruments Ltd.) was used to measure the particle size and zeta (ξ) potential by dispersing gelatin particles GelA, GelB in deionized water at a solid content of 0.01 w/v% (measuring time 60 min, one measurement per minute). To monitor the effect of ionic strength on surface charge the particles were dispersed in HEPES buffer with increasing molarity (1 mM, 20 mM, 40 mM, 100 mM). The shift in the charge with increasing pH (3,7,9,) at a set concentration of 1 mM was also measured. DLS measurements were used to characterize the aggregation of gels by measuring size and zeta potential with different concentration sodium chloride (1 M, 2 M, and 4 M) and Na-salt of polyacrylic acid (2.5%, 5% and 10% w/v) for N-and P-respectively, and the ratio of GelA to GelB (4:1, 2:1, and 1:1) was varied for AB-gel. Confocal fluorescence imaging was performed to image the morphology of the aggregates followed creating distance map images using ImageJ (NIH, USA) from the binary images. The map is derived from the original image where every pixel in the background is assigned the shortest possible distance to a foreground pixel using Euclidean distance map algorithm. This allows assessing the organizational map of particle distribution in each aggregate. Quantification of individual aggregates were done calculating equivalent diameter (diameter of the circular projection of an aggregate) and circularity index Turbidimetric analysis of colloidal aggregation. Turbidity of the colloidal dispersion and aggregates were measured from the absorbance (optical density) of the samples in UV-vis spectrophotometer (UV1600PC) at room temperature. To calculate the 'dispersibility factor (n)' optical density (OD) of the samples were measured at wavelength (λ) 650, 600, 550, 500, and 450 nm; and n is calculated from the wavelength dependence of OD from the slope of log(OD) vs. log (λ) as, = − λ n d OD d log log 43, 44 . Aggregation profile of colloidal particles were obtained by plotting dispersibility factor (n) with respect to particle fraction for a given sample. Kinetics of particle aggregation was investigated by measuring the OD with respect to time for 150 minutes for each sample at 650 nm at room temperature.τ for all the three aggregates were obtained by fitting Kohlrausch-William-Watts (KWW) function for the decay period function from 5 independent kinetic measurements and data is presented as average ± S.D.
Morphology of colloidal gel. Gel morphology was characterized SEM and confocal fluorescence imaging (imaged at 20X with z-stacks over 4 µm thickness at interval of 0.1 µm), as described earlier. Gel microstructure was quantified using the Image J software. Binary images were formed by the software by thresholding the original images. After thresholding, Diameter J I-180, a free open source plugin was used to quantify the characteristic length, intersection density, and void space. Diameter J uses axial algorithm which determine centerline of the network strands allowing calculation characteristic network length (in between two intersections) and intersection density (with respect to area) and void space distribution pixel in binary images. For each gel, at more than 50 networks in each gels were analyzed from randomly selected and data is presented as average ± S.D. For confocal images, 3D interactive surface plots from ImageJ was used to generate the heat-map to show the gel morphology and distribution of voids.
Rheological Characterizations. The viscoelastic properties of colloidal gels were characterized using a rheometer (Bohlin CVOD 100NF). All measurements were performed using a flat steel parallel plate geometry at 25 °C with a gap distance of 200 µm. Oscillatory strain sweeps were performed at variable amplitudes in a strain-controlled mode in the range of 0.01 to 10 while keeping frequency at a constant value of 1 Hz. For selected samples, amplitude sweeps were performed in presence of cell culture media and at 37 °C. These tests determined the storage (elastic) modulus (G′) and the loss (viscous) modulus (G″) and crossover between two moduli. Storage (elastic) moduli (G′) and tan(δ) of three gels with different particle fractions were assessed from linear viscoelastic region of their respective amplitude sweep. Viscosity was analyzed by subjecting it to a controlled shear rate (1/s) in the range of 0.01 to 10 for assessing the shear thinning response. Viscometric data was fitted to power law model to determine power law index (n) and consistency (K). Time-dependent creep response was performed wherein a constant force (shear stress) of 2 Pa (within linear viscoelastic region) was applied to the sample for 100 s and time-dependent formation (strain) was measured for each gel. All rheological experiments were performed 3 times each from 3 different samples, and data for elastic moduli (G′) and tan(δ) is presented as average ± S.D. Endothelial cell culture and preparation of cell embedded colloidal gel. Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) were used as endothelial cells in this study. HUVEC were purchased from commercial source (Promocell) and grown in endothelial cell growth medium without VEGF (Cell applications #2110-500). Cells were cultured and maintained in 5% CO 2 at 37 °C with media change every second day and passaged at 80% confluence. Cells were typically used between passage 4-7 for the experiments. To prepare EC embedded colloidal gels, freshly prepared gels were used after washing five times with phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and finally, one time with endothelial cell media. EC were seeded onto the colloidal gels at a density of 66,600 cells per mg of gel (typically 2 × 10 6 cells with the gels 0.03 g) by mixing the cells (in 50 µl media) with the colloidal aggregates and cell-gel aggregates were allowed settle in non-adherent U-bottom 96 well plate. After which 100 µl of defined endothelial cell media was added into each of the well. Cell-gel aggregates were maintained in the incubator at 37 °C for characterization at defined time points. Viability of the cells were measured by quantifying total DNA content using PicoGreen assay, according to manufacturers' instruction, with cell only aggregates as control.
Analysis of endothelial cell network.
To evaluate the endothelial cell networks formed within the three colloidal gels, the gel-EC constructs were grown at 37 °C for 48 hours. Following this, the constructs are fixed overnight in 10% formaldehyde (w/v in dd-water) and subsequently washed twice with PBS. The fixed constructs were embedded in 3% agarose gels and allowed to solidify at 4 °C. Agarose embedded samples were sectioned at 1 µm interval followed by staining with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) using standard protocol in UB Histology core. H&E stained slides were imaged at 40x using Nikon Eclipse Ti-U microscope. Endothelial networks were quantified using ImageJ where the images were transformed into binary images following which skeletonization of the images were done. From these skeletonized images, the length of the tubular networks, and the three-point junctions per network were calculated using ImageJ. Images were acquired from randomly selected slides from different sections of each sample. Tube lengths and number of branches per tube are analyzed from more than 50 individual EC networks in each sample. Tube length data is presented as box plot with box representing 80 percent data distribution with maximum and minimum limit and number of branches per tube data is presented as average ± S.D.
Western blot analysis. Immunoblots were adapted from an established protocol 87 . Proteins were extracted by the addition of trichloracetic acid (TCA) buffer containing 10% TCA; 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8; 25 mM ammonium acetate, and 1 mM EDTA. Acid-washed glass beads were added to the scaffold and cell pellet mixture. Cells were lysed by five consecutive one-minute vortex pulses with one-minute rests on ice using fast prep multi-vortex (Labline instrument, Melrose, IL). Proteins were precipitated by centrifugation at 4 °C at 16000 g for 10 min. Protein pellets were thoroughly re-suspended using resuspension buffer containing 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 11 and 3% SDS by boiling the suspension for 5 min at 95 °C. Total protein concentration was measured using Biorad BCA protein assay kit (Pierce ™ Microplate BCA Protein Assay Kit catalog # 23252). Equal amounts of 4X laemmli sample buffer was added to the re-suspended protein solution and boiled for 5 min at 95 °C. Extracted proteins were loaded onto 10% SDS-PAGE separating gel. Approximately 10 μg of protein was loaded per lane. Proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (protran BA85, VWR International Inc. Bridgeport NJ). Membrane was blocked either with 5% nonfat milk or 5% BSA in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH8, 150 mM NaCl and 0.05% Tween 20. Immunoblots were visualized using Western Bright ECL HRP substrate (Menlo Park, CA; LPS #K-12045-D20). To detect Focal adhesion kinase (FAK), primary antibody (FAK antibody # 3285) was used at 1: 1000 dilution, to detect phosphor-FAK primary antibody [Phospho-FAK (Tyr397) Antibody #3283] was used at 1:1000 dilution, and to detect VE-cadherin, primary antibody (VE-cadherin antibody # 2158) was used at 1: 1000 dilution, according to manufacturers' protocol with the corresponding secondary antibody. For all western blot analysis, β-actin [β-Actin (13E5) Rabbit mAb #4970] was used as control. All primary and secondary antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology, MA, US. Quantification of western blots was performed from densitometric analysis of bands using Image Lab 3.0, Biorad software and bands were normalized with respect to β-actin band. Measurements were performed at least 3 times and data is presented as average ± S.D.
Data analysis. Data is presented either as an average with ± standard deviation (error bar representing standard deviation) or as a box-plot with 80% data points embedded in the box (error bar representing maximum and minimum value). Statistical significance was determined by multiple comparison ANOVA followed Tukey's test. P value ≤ 0.05 is designated with * and value ≤ 0.01 is designated with **. P value ≤ 0.05 is considered significant.
Data Availability
All data generated or analyzed during this study are included in this published article and its supplementary information files.
